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Gerlaan representatives is I think acknowledged as necessary . It only remains
to be seen whether the German government can satisfy the people of Europe of
its ability to qualify for such membership, to satisfy them that it will co-
operate in a democratic and responsible manner and that it wdll renounce the
national aspirations and ideas which in recent years have been in .conflict with
the interests of Europe, and for that matter Taith the interests of the world as
a whole.

The outside judges of Germanyts fitness to enter European society must
be primarily Germany's European neighbours who have suffered so much in the past
from German aggression . Nevertheless I think it is clear that before this judg-
nent can be given Germar~p must have a democratic and responsible government com-
posed of representatives of the German people qualified to speak for them in the
council of Europe. The Canadian government welcomes the establishment of a
denocratic Federal Republic of Germany whose mandate we hope will soon run over
aunited Germany . The participation of such a democratic republic in the
European community I think is fundamental to the rehabilitation of that community .

In both France and Italy the large corr.munist parties have suffered
very serious set-backs in recent months in political prestige

. Among the workers
the use of the strike as primarily a political weapon for the furtherance of
Soviet aims was demonstrated in the attempt a year ago to bring dovrn the French
governaent in Paris . The strikes failed as did similar strikes attempting to
upset the government of Italy .

In Finland the comaunists have also attenpted to use strikes as a
weapon to bring down the Finnish government, but that governnent has refused to
be provoked or intimidated . The result was a complete defeat of the comminists
after a great deal of economic damage had been done to the country

. We can only
adaire and respect the firm equanimity with which the government and the people
of Finland have dealt with this threat to their institutions .

In Norway the communists have recently received a severe defeat in
the elections of that country. In Greece conciliation with its northern
~eighbours has so far failed . Having sat in on a conciliation group of four for
twenty-six meetings recently at Lake Success, I have some understanding of the
easons why that conciliation of Greece with its northern neighbours ha s
ailed and I can assure the house that it was not due to the Greek government or
ts representatives at the United Nations . Nevertheless, in spite of that
allure, the national arm3r of Greeee has ; in a period far shorter than we would
ave ezpected even a few months ago, driven out the guerilla bands and brought
neW instalment of peace to that unhappy land so long split by civil strife .
esincerely hope that this improveaent in the situation will make possible the
rengthening of stable and progressive denocracy in Greece, and the improveaent
f economic conditions there .

The mere recital of thesè events indicates, I think, that the nations
f western Europe are eaerting good will and energy in their own reconstruction

in co-operative relations with their neighbours . But they are democracies
n orhich the conditions of freedom must be respected . Each of theca has its own
raditional methods of thought, and its own established way of life . Zherefore,
nthe arduous search for a basis of international agreement on economic, political
d strategic European problems, they must, I assume, remain free to put forx•ard

heir ox•n claims and free to accept the necessary compromises . Democracy in
nternational as in national afYairs is governaent by agreement, not by verdict ,
d agreement between nations, however well disposed towards one another, must
lways take time . I venture to suggest therefore that we should not be unduly
mPatient if they have not made greater progress tov.•ards the consolidation of
Urope than has in fact been the case in the last yesr .

There are still many obstacles in the way of further progress• toisardseste rn European unity
. Fear and uncertaint are

e~ or ~r and uncertainty about the economic future. disintcegrating
! gaents lie at the root of most of the conflicts and stubborn differences of
olicy that retard progress towards European unity, but nevertheless a very real


